
10 approaches that would help you write a 
pro-level compare and contrast essay 

Writing includes many types and styles that one can select from or opt for. It can either be novel 
writing, essay writing service, speeches, or research paper writing, etc. it all depends on the assignment 

given to the student or the task assigned to some person. No matter what grade the student is in, sooner or 
later he/ she will be given this task because without writing essays, no student has ever passed a degree. 

 

Essays have so many types and each type is associated with a different level of purpose and has its own set 
of rules. One cannot intermingle these rules or formats otherwise the type of essay will lose its essence and 
true meaning. Asking someone to write essay for me is different but when you do it on your own then you 
have to keep in mind these key differences between the essay types. Otherwise, you will lose a grade and it 
would not benefit you in any way. 

If you are new to all this then you can obviously take help from here and there. Make sure those sources are 
reliable and not some newbie who does not know either. Contact a reliable essay writing service and ask 
them to guide you or write my college essay. They are highly professional and dedicated writers who will 
ensure your timely submission and an essay full of effective content. 

Essays can be argumentative, informative and descriptive, etc. Compare and contrast essay is a type of 
essay where the essay writer service provider chooses two things and compares them by analyzing their 
similarities and differences and then does the contrast. It sounds fun and it really is if you practice a bit. 
Everyone gets a hang of a thing if they practice it for a while. 

Here I am going to give you 10 tips or approaches that you can use to craft a pro-level essay that no one 
can reject or dislike because it would be on that level. So are you ready for it? Let’s begin with the tips. 
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1. First things first, make sure you choose a topic you know a thing or two about. Running blindly in a 
direction would not lead you anywhere. Yes, you can do research even if you do not know about it 
but it is always better if you know something beforehand. 

2. Always search for the counterargument or opposite of your stance before making a claim or a solid 
statement. You do not want to go halfway through your essay and then find out that you were 
wrong about something or misinterpreted anything in the beginning. 

3. Make an outline. This way you will not deviate from the path. 
4. Assign time slots to different parts of the essay and make sure you complete each part in that time. 
5. Find quotes and work of other people relevant to your topic and include that in your essay. This way 

your essay will look more professional and well-researched and structured. 
6. Organize your subjects. 
7. Align examples one by one with your subjects. 
8. Do not explain one thing in the first paragraph then include other information and then again come 

back to that specific thing. Start a topic and end it before diving into other information. 
9. Include real-life examples and do not add made-up information. 
10. Proofread as many times as you can. 

Writing an essay is easy if you just stay focused and follow the above-mentioned tips. Good luck! 
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